TUPPER CLUB

Tupper Club – A battle for the “golden container”

Genre:
Cooking / Reality Show

A charismatic chef and host guides three famous people in preparing meals
at home for their rivals to evaluate in the innovative contest “Tupper Club”, a
show which serves up a tempting recipe of celebrities, cuisine and humor.

Duration:
Weekly, Prime Time
Trailer

TUPPER CLUB
A celebrity chef guides three famous people in preparing meals at home
for their rivals to evaluate in the innovative contest “Tupper Club”. In a show
serving up a tempting recipe of celebrities, cuisine and humor, we get to know
the contestants, their cooking skills and families as they battle for the “Golden
Container” accolade.
Viewers are invited into the exclusive club of charismatic chef Javi Sierra, well
known in Spain as the host of “Juego de Cartas”, the Basque version of “My
Restaurant Rocks”. The host invites the three celebrities to compete in cooking
up special dishes from the comfort of their own homes.

The cameras take the viewers into the homes of the famous personalities, giving an
insight into their characters and how they perform in the kitchen. The audience will
get to know not just them, but also their homes and their families, as they prepare
dishes to be sent in Container containers for their rivals to taste at the club.
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A special theme will be designated each week, based on which the contestants
will have to prepare their recipes. There may be an instruction to prepare food
suitable for athletes, recipes that have been handed down from generation to
generation, or dishes from other cuisines around the world.
The contestants have no idea who they are cooking for until the end, when all the
guests travel to Tupper Club headquarters. In an entertaining moment of surprise
and shock, the contestants discover who they have been competing against,
maybe friends, maybe colleagues.
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Having sharpened their knives, they must now sharpen their tongues as they
criticize or praise their opponents’ dishes. They must then cast their vote for their
favorite dish. Our host Javi Sierra, who has supervised the contestants during the
cooking process, will also have his say. He also evaluates the different dishes and
casts his own vote, which in the event of a tie, will be decisive.

“Tupper Club” show open its arms to a wide variety of characters from the worlds
of entertainment, sport, communication and other areas. The celebrities will reveal
whether they also have talent in the field of gastronomy. Viewers will seeing whether
they are stunning successes or whether they have no cooking ability.
The best cooks among the celebrity guests will be made honorary members of the
club, receiving the highest award that the club can bestow to its members: “The
Golden Container”.
“Tupper Club” cordially invites viewers to enter the kitchen of the show’s celebrities
and enjoy an entertaining and fun time in the company of some charming hosts. The
experience is sure to leave a pleasant taste in the mouths of the viewers.
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